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The actor is shooting the movie What About Love in which José Coronado also participates. 
In addition, he stars in Mexico is the TV series Infames 
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Miguel Ángel Muñoz triumphed and garnered great popularity through the series from Antena 3 Un paso adelante; he starred 
in El síndrome de Ulises (The Ulysses’ Syndrome) and we lost track of him in Spain after he participated last year in the sitcom 
Vida loca (Telecinco). 
 
But, where is the actor now? Muñoz has exchanged our country for México, where he stars in the TV series Infames, and he is 
shooting a movie together with Sharon Stone and Andy García, in which José Coronado also participates. 
 
The movie is called What About Love, a production that is being filmed between Spain and Romania, it is the story of a young 
man who takes a trip together with Tanner Tarlton, interpreted by Marielle Jaffe (Scream 4), during which they film a movie 
about people’s attitude toward love without knowing that they are filming their own romance. But both will suffer a tragic event 
that will change the life of the parents of the young woman, played by Sharon Stone and Andy García. 
 
The movie also features other actors, such as Stuart Wilson (The Mask of Zorro, Vertical Limit), various Romanian actors and 
actresses, as well as José Coronado, whom we had already mentioned.  
 
Muñoz is one of the stars of the TV drama Infames in Mexico 
 
At the same time, Miguel Ángel Muñoz is one of the stars of the Mexican TV drama Infames in which he plays an officer of 
Spanish intelligence forces who must infiltrate the Mexican Internal Revenue Ministry in order to carry out a special investigation 
where he changes his image in order to live in the country of the Aztecs. 
 


